Session outline

In this session, students will explore everyday life in Ancient Greece using primary evidence.

Students will search for objects to explore key aspects of Greek life; the symposium, religion, gods and goddesses, crafts, women, festivals and sport, male citizens, myths and legends and slavery.

Activities include gallery searches, discussion and object handling.

Sessions can be tailored to meet the needs of students in discussion with the teacher.

Learning Outcomes

• Knowledge and understanding of key aspects of everyday life in Ancient Greece.
• Explore primary evidence, draw conclusions and share ideas.
• Develop close observational looking skills.
• Experience of handling real Ancient Greek artefacts.

Also available:
INSET and teacher training

Online resources
www.ashmolean.org/learning-resources

‘An excellent session which thoroughly engaged the students. Great for the students to interact with objects, especially the opportunity to handle them.’

Secondary Classics teacher

To book contact:
Education Department
Ashmolean Museum
Beaumont Street
Oxford OX1 2PH
T. 01865 278015
E. education.service@ashmus.ox.ac.uk

www.ashmolean.org/learn